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Prism 
NEWSLETTER 

QCG we need to talk!! 

By the time you read this I will be on an amazing three week holiday to London with 

my family.  I promised Prism editor, Geoff Shortland, that I would write my President’s 

Piece in advance, ready for July, but wondered what I could write about in advance? 

Then it struck me! 

The Presidency….. 

I thought I would put down some thoughts on my replacement, while I’m out of the 

country so that you might all talk amongst yourselves about my replacement, on which 

we will vote at our September AGM. 

This year is my third and final year as your president.  Not only does our Constitution 

say so, but I also say so.  I’ve enjoyed this role immensely.  I remember blithely 

speaking to former President Ross Miles about the ins and outs of the role and how 

long I was expected to do it.  He told me that it was preferred that the three year term 

was seen out, so I made a quiet promise to myself that I would complete the three 

years, which I think has been good for QCG. 

So – let me tell you all about the role and address some of the concerns which I  put to 

Phil Lawrence – our immediate past president – when he called me to ask me to take 

on the job: 

“I’m not a good enough photographer to represent the club as its president”.  This is 

total bunkum.  Let me be clear, some of other clubs are not even aware of QCG, let 

alone who the president is.   

“Will it interfere with my photography?”  Anything will interfere with your 

photography if you let it.  The laundry and meal-making interfere with my 

photography, so I plan things so they don’t.  Same applies to being Pres. 

“I like to travel and don’t want the commitment.”  Brother, you are singing to the 

choir.  We are all mostly retired and travelling.  Backup is always provided by your 

committee.   

 

Continued on next page 
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President ’s Piece Cont.  

Sounds like a lot of work”.  It’s an illusion.  Some of the other committee roles are busier.  You can make it as busy 

or as cruisy as you like. 

“How will I know what to do?   There are position descriptions for all committee roles.  I will either stay on the 

committee to help you, or will remove myself so that you can rule unfettered!  What I have learned from BCG 

immediate past president Ray Shorter is that you never really leave the role.  I will always be (if you want) at your 

committee meetings, or, at the end of the phone or internet or a cappuccino.  Whatever it takes, I will be there.  

Promise. 

“I don’t like public speaking”.  Welcome to the club.  I wrote out notes and practised at home.  It gets easier the 

more you do it.  Improving my public speaking, learning to control my nerves, acting confident when I felt nervous, 

debating a point, standing up for what I feel is best are all skills which I now have.  My volunteer work has given me 

some excellent skills. 

Please have a think about the role, because September is not far away.  Phil Lawrence, a very experienced camera 

club member, is re-joining the committee next year, which will be fantastic.  We also need to look at allowing our 

long term treasurer and competitions officer to retire as well.  With the retirement of these roles we may indeed 

look at purchasing automated systems which will make those jobs easier for the next person – if you are interested 

in a key position, then please contact me.  You won’t regret a minute of your contribution and you may just learn a 

thing or two along the way. 

Warm regards 

Anne Pappalardo 

President, QCG 

Are you 

the one 
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June Guest Presenter—John Arthur Little  

It was with much anticipation that QCG waited the arrival of June guest speaker, fine 

art black and white photographer, John Arthur Little.  

John, who is a former university professor, had a very easy style and was clearly used 

to speaking to a crowd.  John chatted to us about his experience as a photographer, 

going back to teaching himself to use a film camera (and process the images in his 

mum’s bathroom) at the age of 13. 

In general, John said one of the key mistakes we often make relates to dynamic range. 

John spoke to us about ETTR or exposing to the right.  ETTR aims to achieve optimum exposure by shooting a scene 

as bright as possible (with the exposure dial shifted right) without blowing out the highlights and losing all of that 

detail.  In post processing, the image is then darkened.  This means less noise in the image and a better dynamic 

range. 

John also said that great photography was a combination of good craft and good technique. 

He talked us through the importance of each of his images telling a story, and brought along some printed images 

from his latest exhibition to view.  It was terrific to hear John’s interpretation of each of these magnificent photos 

and he encouraged members of QCG to band together to host their own gallery exhibition! 

Finally John talked us through some favourite software – the Photomatrix Pro 6.  The software takes your bracketed 

images and merges them, pulling through the details from both shadows and hightlights.  The demonstration 

finished with John using Photoshop to turn his bracketed colour image into a black and white, using the B&W 

adjustment layer to reduce the reds, cyan and blue to turn his gorgeous blue sky very dark, for an Ansel Adams 

style image. 
Images by Tony Fitzgerald 
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River City Print Competition  

QCG has placed a very credible 4th at the Rivercity Prints Competition which was judged on the Gold Coast on 
Saturday 8th June. 
  
Congrats to major place takers, including a HUGE congratulations to new member Paul Cook, who has taken out 
first place in non A Grade mono on his first interclub competition. 
  
Both Jasmine Westerman's and Joy Melchiori's  (in their first interclub competition) placed third in non A Grade 
colour. 
 
Veterans Ken Butler and Gaye Edwards also placed third in A Grade colour  
  
Our sincere thanks to Rodney Nancarrow for all of his behind the scenes work in getting our entries selected and to 
the church on time. 
  
Anne Pappalardo 

Moroccan Magnificence 

By Joy Melchiori 

Desert Dawn 

By Jasmine Westerman 

River City Placegetters 
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People & Open Judging—Ben Stoffl  

Thursday 20 June saw the judging of set subject People as well as Open by former QCG member and Vice President 
of the PSQ, Ben Stoffl.  Ben started in photography 60 years ago. He says there are two parts to every photograph. 
The first part is the actual photo that you take. Ben says try and take the best possible photo that you can, minimise 
errors and of course look carefully at what is in your background.  
 
The second part of the photo is post processing. Ben says using Photoshop is a legitimate part of any photo 
particularly when used to remove distracting elements,  clean up backgrounds and minimise bright spots.  
 
Ben then went on to say that the PSQ judges manual asks judges to look at the emotional content of an image. The 
first aspect is how well does the image create feeling or mood? The second aspect is the storytelling quality of the 
image. The third aspect is how quickly does the image take to convey the emotion?  
 
In impact judging, obviously images which convey emotion quickly do better than those images judged by a 
considered viewing. Then Ben talked about the challenges of capturing emotion in the People category. By 
definition portraits were excluded from this category, yet it is within the controlled environment of the studio that 
emotion is most easily captured and conveyed.  
 
Capturing emotion in a candid shot is either good luck or incredible skill and experience.  
 
Ben’s tips for nailing this genre were either taking photos of common subjects in uncommon environments or 
uncommon subjects in common environments.  
 
Ben also touched on the importance of naming images correctly and praised Queensland Camera Group for the fact 
that it gives a Most Apt Title award for prints and DPIs at each judging a trophy at the annual dinner. Ben says that 
if he doesn’t understand what is going on in an image a title can point him in the emotional direction of the image.  
 
Ben praised the work of the lower grades at the club and noted he did not often give as many merits and honours 
consistently as he did to our lower grades.  
 
One of Ben’s main points during the judging of all images was creating separation from the background of the 
subject. For A grade photographers in particular, Ben was clear that he expected the subject to be clearly defined 
and the use of Photoshop or some post processing was necessary for this.  At the time of taking a photo this may 
also require asking people or your subject to move so that the background is cleaner.  
 
Ben also reflected that he enjoyed how many members in the lower grades were breaking conventional rules of 
photography to create amazing images and lamented how he himself found it nearly impossible to break these 
conventions because he had been hard wired to follow them. Stay quirky QCG!  

Images by Betty Collerson 
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June Focus Group—Light Painting  

This month saw the focus group get creative in the dark with local photographer David Chesterfield and his amazing 
array of light painting techniques. The group got to capture some great images of our model Kymilla with David 
doing all the hard work making the light dance behind her.   His tools ranged from incredibly simple LED finger-
lights and torches to the high-tech PixelStick which can draw nearly anything that you can imagine.   
  
Experimentation seems to be the name of game with some spectacular patterns coming from seemingly basic 
configurations and movements.  The last minute relocation indoors due to the rain created some challenges but 
thanks go to David and Kymilla for sharing their time and experience with us. I hope there will be a number of 
members who will have a nice portfolio of creative images for our upcoming annual judging! 

Future Focus Group Meetings 
  

July 25 –  Creating an AV 
  

August 29 – Compositing in Photoshop 
with Phil Lawrence 

  
Article by Rob Champion / Martin Riley 
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QCG Photo Shoot -  Sunday 30th June  

 June Photoshoot - Dawn. 

On the northwest corner of Paradise Point is an island that has become the Phil Hill Environmental Park, cared 

for by the local Lions club.  There is a well kept boardwalk that leads round to the point where there is an eyrie 

atop an artistic structure, as well as some sand and rocks and trees which make for a popular fishing spot.  The 

semi enclosed area of water makes for a peaceful place to moor boats.  These make a wonderful foreground for 

a dawn shoot.   

It had been raining overnight, but was settled by the early morning.  There was a little cloud and some colour in 

the dawn.  It would have been nice to have that perfect golden dawn, but at least we had something.  The crabs 

had gone into hiding, but there was some fun had with the visiting dogs out early taking their owners for a 

walk.  The eaglet was drying off and let us photograph him too.   

We took over the table under the bridge and the nearby barbeque.  John (Edwards) enjoyed supervising the 

sausage sizzle that we enjoyed while resting our eyes on the peaceful water and the boats.  All good as a 

practice run for next month's outing! 

 

Drumroll..... 

 

July Photoshoot - Oxley Common - Sunday 28th July - 6.30-10am 

Next year is our Print Project.  We need to raise money to fund the costs involved.  Before the last one we held 

a happy afternoon at the Jindalee Boat ramp.  This time we are going to Oxley Common to have an early nature 

shoot and a sausage sizzle breakfast together. 

Please mark it in your diary now!  Tickets will be $15 per person. 

To make it even more attractive, we have another print from our wonderful Print Project Mentor - the 

esteemed Stef Dunn, to raffle.  So, everyone who buys a ticket is also getting a ticket in the raffle.  If you cannot 

come on the day, please buy a ticket so you can be in the raffle as well. 

Details of some workshop activities will be available in due course. 

Lookout for the flyer and the ticketsellers!  
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Portrait Group—New Meeting Times  

The Portrait Group's meeting times have now changed permanently to 11am - 1pm on the third Saturday of each 
month (Note: no meeting in Dec).  at The Community Hub, Dandenong Rd, Mt Ommaney (next to the Mt 
Ommaney  Library, opposite the main doors into the Mt Ommaney Shopping Centre).   
 
The Calendar on the club website has been updated, so please update your own diaries accordingly. We apologise 
for any inconvenience and hope regulars will be able to continue attending. 
 
If any new members are interested in trying out the Portrait Group, please contact me at any time. Our sessions 

encourage the understanding of studio lighting and posing  

A new numbering system ensures all 

participants get turns at photographing the 

models 

Ken Butler directing the model into a 

pose re for shooting 

Geoff Lawrence getting “the” shoot 
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QCG & Gold Coast Retro Group—Joint Weekend Away  

The 2019 Joint Weekend Away will be held Friday 30 August through to Sunday 1 September.  It’s a great 

experience held jointly with the Gold Coast Retro Group.  This year is QCG’s turn to host, and we have chosen the 

Bribie Island Caravan Park, 40 Jacana Avenue, Woorim, Bribie Island as this year’s headquarters!!! 

The weekend away is also an official photoshoot.  In addition, there is a print and DPI competition held on the 

Saturday night, with opportunities to participate for everyone, even brand new members and those who have not 

attended a joint weekend away before. 

For more details, and very importantly, to advise him that you have booked, please contact John Edwards on 

johnedwards4074@gmail.com – to make your actual cabin or powered site booking, contact the caravan park on 

1800 649 831!  See you there!!! 
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2020 Print Project  

       Background  

The Biennial Print Portfolio Competition was introduced in 2016 to give QCG members experience in preparing 
a portfolio of six print images on a Theme of their choice and exhibiting in a professional Gallery. In PP2016, 17 
QCG Photographers exhibited their work in the Percolator Gallery Paddington to great acclaim. 

Planning for PP2020 has already commenced with Participants scheduled to exhibit their work in July 2020. This 
provides Participants 12 months to decide on a Theme, take photographs and refine their Portfolios.  

Photos must have been taken by you. Composites are permitted. No DPI images. Prints have a maximum size of 
20”x 16” (matted). More information will be provided in due course. 

Trophy 

The winner receives the Roger Bartlett Trophy to hold for two years. Other prizes including a People’s Choice 
Award are also planned. 

Project Coordinators 

Project Coordinators are Phil Lawrence and Roger Bartlett. 

Outline Timetable 

• Now.      Decide if you want to participate and then commence planning your Project. 

• 4 July 19.   Phil Lawrence will give a short talk about choice of a Topic or Theme for a portfolio. 

• 28 July 19.  PP2020 Fund Raiser at Oxley Common. A BBQ will be held and a beautiful print by Stef Dunn will be 
raffled. A Wildlife Presentation and photoshoot are also planned. 

• August–December 19. Work on your Project! 

• December 19. Stef Dunn is scheduled to give a presentation on “Collections”. 

• February /March 20. Stef Dunn will critique individual Portfolios where possible. 

• February to June 20. Participants Take/make photos and finalize projects. 

July 20. Gallery judging by 3 independent judges followed by Gallery Exhibition and announcement of prize 
winners. 
 

Mentor 

Stef Dunn, a professional Brisbane photographer, was a valued Mentor for PP2018. He has agreed to Mentor 
PP2020, and will give an Initial talk on “Collections” to proposed participants in December 19.  He has also 
offered to provide ongoing assistance to participants in portfolio development.  

Cost 

Fundraising for PP2020 has commenced. QCG will meet much of the cost of Gallery hire etc. However, in due 
course, Participants will also be required to contribute financially. 

Conclusion 

QCG was the first club to offer Members the opportunity to take their photography to another level by 
producing a print portfolio on a Theme for Exhibition. Other Clubs have now followed in our footsteps.  
Members are encouraged to actively support PP2020 by participating. 
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QCG 2019 People —DPI’s  

B GRADE Name Title Accpt Merit Hon 

  Harvey Kramer Sharing Sawdust x     

  Jasmine Westerman No One Walks Alone   x   

  Chris Pigott Hair Raising Walk x     

  Carol Clark Children feeding the ducks     x 

  Geoff Shortland Roller Dancers x     

  Jim Fitzpatrick Zulu   X   

AB GRADE           

  Trever Templeman Happy in Vietnam   x   

  Peter Moodie What Does He See *   x   

  Joy Melchiori Barber Salon Antics     x 

  Martin Riley The Inquisitive Younger Generation     x 

  Margaret Whyte Chinatown Trio x     

  Ray Eisenmenger Ready to Splash x     

  Elizabeth Riley The Roadside Farmer     x 

  Paul Cook Instruction Number One x     

A GRADE           

  Dorothy Bunzli All Eyes x     

  Paul Harrop Please Hear My Prayer Mr Jobs x     

  Betty Collerson Celebrating India x     

  Malcolm Bunzli Dracula's Assistant x     

  Gaye Edwards Student Life x     

  Roger Bartlett Posh     x 

  Anne Pappalardo Signal for Help x     

  Max Biddlestone I'm ready when you are       

  Jane McMenamin Girl on a Bench x     

  Phil Lawrence The Blue Man Group     x 

  Rodney Nancarrow Basia Bulat and Autoharp x     

  Tony FitzGerald Quality Time With Friends x     

  Ken Butler Artist in Residence x     

  Esther Andrews In The Presence of the Master x     
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QCG 2019 Open —DPI’s  

B GRADE Name Title Accpt Merit Hon 

  Chris Pigott Sweet Treat in the Garden     x 

  Geoff Shortland Where Two Worlds Collide   x   

  Carol Clark Woe is me   x   

  Harvey Kramer Heading Home x     

  Jasmine Westerman Fungified     x 

  Jim Fitzpatrick Campfire     X 

AB GRADE           

  Paul Cook Race Face x     

  Martin Riley Late Light On Lion   x   

  Ray Eisenmenger Hairy Monster x     

  Trever Templeman The Warriors of Time   x   

  Joy Melchiori Canadian Expanse x     

  Allan Clark Never Smile at a Crocodile x     

  Margaret Whyte Reflections x     

  Peter Moodie Sunset Silhouette   x   

  Elizabeth Riley Portofino pano     x 

A GRADE           

  Malcolm Bunzli Sunset and Champagne Cruse Broome   x   

  Ken Butler I just love reflections x     

  Anne Pappalardo Fun Run     x 

  Paul Harrop Green With Envy   x   

  Gaye Edwards Sunstrokes at Stradbroke x     

  Max Biddlestone Straddie Sunrise     x 

  Betty Collerson Getting Ready x     

  Rodney Nancarrow Window Seat x     

  Esther Andrews Evening In The Grass x     

  Phil Lawrence The Old Anvil x     

  Jane McMenamin Stand Back Ducks x     

  Tony FitzGerald As Good as it Gets x     

  Dorothy Bunzli All Tied Up x     
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QCG 2019 People & Open—Prints  

B GRADE Name Title Accpt Merit Hon 

  Geoff Shortland An Honourable Gentleman     x 

  Chris Pigott Hard Slumber     x 

  Jasmine Westerman People Power     x 

  David Cain Country Remembrance x     

AB GRADE           

  Peter Moodie Territory Man x     

  Elizabeth Riley Turkish Pride *   x   

  Ray Eisenmenger Come, Feed The Dolphin   x   

  Joy Melchiori Eye On The Prize x     

  Paul Cook A New Day   x   

  Margaret Whyte Stormtrooper and Friend x     

  Martin Riley Peruvian Weaver     x 

A GRADE           

  Gaye Edwards The People You Meet     x 

  Phil Lawrence The Night Watchman   x   

  Anne Pappalardo Pie…or Burger? x     

  Rodney Nancarrow The Window Sitter   x   

  Betty Collerson Brothers in Arms x     

  Max Biddlestone C'mon Dad We'll Be Late x     

  Jane McMenamin Sawing Logs The Hard Way x     

  Roger Bartlett The Musician     x 

  Ken Butler The Engraver x     

  Paul Harrop Comfort & Consternation x     

  Tony FitzGerald New York Pride on Display x     

  Esther Andrews Aren't I Clever x     

       

   SUBJECT - "OPEN"    

           

B GRADE  Name Title Accpt Merit Hon 

  Chris Pigott No Hills Hoist Here   x   

  David Cain East From Springbrook   x   

  Jasmine Westerman Tube Stocked     x 

  Geoff Shortland Gladstone Here We Come   x   

AB GRADE           

  Martin Riley Playa de Silencio x     

  Joy Melchiori Picturesque Prague x     

  Ray Eisenmenger The Strength of Steel     x 

  Elizabeth Riley Soggy Cycles x     

  Peter Moodie The Observer     x 

  Margaret Whyte Evening Light x     

  Paul Cook Head in the Clouds   x   

A GRADE           

  Malcolm Bunzli Atrium Department of Advanced Engineering x     

  Esther Andrews Old Father Time x     

  Phil Lawrence Notre Dame Spire - no more   x   

  Anne Pappalardo Female Osprey Kill   x   

  Paul Harrop Running Away From Home x     

  Rodney Nancarrow Noosa Reflections x     

  Ken Butler Back End x     

  Roger Bartlett In Memory Of x     

  Max Biddlestone Canal West Flanders x     

  Gaye Edwards Crested and Cute x     

  Tony FitzGerald Reflective Perspective     x 

  Betty Collerson Side Street With Cat -Coimbra x     

* Most Apt Title Winners     
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Visit our new website:-    https://www.qcg.org.au/   

QUEENSLAND CAMERA GROUP INC. 

QCG meets 7:30pm – 1st and 3rd Thursdays 

Bardon Community Hall, Bowman Park, 247 Simpsons Rd, Bardon 

Web:  www.qcg.org.au 

Postal:  P O Box 418,  Toowong Qld 4066 

President:  alfannep@optusnet.com.au 

Editor:  gshortland1@gmail.com 

Image by Roger Bartlett 

https://www.qcg.org.au/

